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Abstract: As networks grow and evolve, the risk of coming under attack increases. To help counter this threat, Cisco has developed the Cisco Self-Defending Network (SDN) strategy. To effectively implement this strategy an organization can leverage their comprehensive security policies. To implement an effective security policy, you must understand why a network security policy is required, common attack-mitigation techniques, the parameters of a secure network life cycle model, and in the end, how to develop a comprehensive security policy. Security Policy. In the past, most closed off from public access, today's networks are more often than not “open,” and they are now vulnerable to attacks from both the inside and the outside. In addition, as time has passed, hacker tools have become easily available, and the technical knowledge required to use such tools has decreased. This scenario creates quite a challenge for the e-business. A balance must be maintained between the need to open up a network to support the evolution of the business versus the need to protect business information. A network security policy is necessary for a number of reasons, including new laws that require certain levels of protection, an increase in terrorist activity, and the increased risk of being hacked.
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1. Introduction

The Telecommunication Companies Network Security Policy provides the operational detail required for the successful implementation of a safe and efficient computer network environment for these Telecommunication Companies. These security policies were developed based on the understanding of the administrative needs of the companies and an evaluation of the existing technical configuration and requirements. These policies are meant to complement existing Industrial telecommunication companies system in Sudan, and policies relating to computer data network security.

2. Problem

The research problem in the Network Security Policy Purpose of this stage is to perform a security assessment of the current environment including an analysis of the major business processes, operating functions, organizational units and information systems and a thorough evaluation of the configuration and design of the existing network and systems infrastructure and main servers.

3. Objectives

1) Security assessment of the Telecommunication Industries in Sudan existing environment including an analysis of the major business processes, operating functions, organizational units and information systems (and major risks associated) and a thorough evaluation of the configuration and design of the existing network and systems infrastructure and main servers.
2) Development of a security strategy encompassing security organization, security policy definition and security management process including recommendations on the methodology to be used for maintaining the security policy in a dynamically changing environment, as well as the related procedures, standards and controls for the effective roll out of the policy, and the approach in enhancing user awareness regarding security issues of Telecommunication Industries in Sudan.
3) Security architecture design including gap analysis based upon the results of the current state assessment and contrasted to the defined future state with a migration plan to meet policy requirements and further development of the organizational and technical security measures identified in the previous phase, including risk assessment of proposed policy and solution.

4. The Research Hypotheses

1) Satisfied evaluation output dependent on the good implementation of the policy and strategies of networks.
2) The perfect insurance networks depends on network Security architecture design, organization, Security strategy and policy.
3) Plans and polices help to develop secure networks and increase performance and control.

5. Policies

1) Computer Registration in Network

Computer must be registered with the telecommunication companies, Technical and Network Services. Registration information will include at a minimum the following items:
- Media Access Control (MAC) address of all network interface adapters in the computer.
- Full name of the primary user of the computer. In the case of computers used by multiple individuals, the name and contact information, including email, of the person who is directly responsible for the
2) Administrative Access to all telecommunication companies:
Technical and Network Services will have administrative level access to all companies owned computers which are connected to the computer data network reserved for staff, and terminals. Technical and Network Services will only utilize this access to a computer under the following conditions:

- At the request of the primary user or administrator of the computer network.
- To apply operating system or software application updates or patches to the computer.
- To investigate any suspicious activity by a computer which could lead to network degradation, violate industrial companies policies, or violate local, state, or federal laws. Use of administrative access by Technical and Network Services to perform an investigation on a computer may only occur with prior approval by one of the

3) Centralized Computer Network Authentication
The telecommunication companies will maintain a centralized computer authentication system for computers. Departments will notify Technical and Network Services of changes to employment status of an employee so that user accounts can be changed or revoked as necessary. Technical and Network Services will maintain documented procedures for departments to notify them of personnel changes.

4) Preset Configurations
All telecommunication companies networked computers will have their operating systems and network capable software applications preset with settings approved by the Manager of Technical and Network Services, or designate. These settings will provide a minimum baseline configuration of computers that will ensure computer network security and integrity.

5) Authorized Servers Only
Technical and Network Services will maintain a list of all computers connected to the computer data network reserved for faculty, staff, and computer labs which are running any network service which is remotely accessible by another computer. Only computers which appear in this list are allowed to run the network services for which they are authorized. Network services must be approved by Technical and Network Services before they will be allowed to run on the company computer data network reserved for branches, staff, and terminals. Technical and Network Services will maintain documented procedures for network users to request to run network services on a computer which has not already been approved to run said service. If a previously approved network service on a computer has been found to cause network degradation, violate telecommunications companies policies, or violate local, state, or federal laws, the network service authorization for the computer will be revoked.

6) Approved Computer Network Device List
Technical and Network Services will maintain a list of approved network devices which may be attached to the computer data network reserved for company, staff, and terminals.

6. Policy Revision Process

1) Changing Environment
The industrial telecommunication companies, administrative, technical, policy, and legal environment of the telecommunication companies, as it relates to information technology use and security, is constantly changing. The Network Security Policies will be revised as needed to comply with changes in law or administrative rules or to enhance its effectiveness.

2) Change Drivers
A number of factors could result in the need or desire to change the Network Security Polices.

3) Change Process
- Updates to the Network Security Policies, which include establishing new policies, modifying existing policies, or removing policies, can result from three different processes:
  - Every time new computer network technology is introduced into the company a security assessment must be completed. The result of the security assessment could necessitate changes to the Network Security Policies before the new technology is placed into use in the telecommunication companies computer network.
  - Any user may propose the establishment, revision, or deletion of any policy at any time. These proposals should be directed to the Manager of Technical and Network Services or designate who will evaluate the
  - propose and make recommendations to the managers if the proposal is deemed valid and reasonable in accordance with the goals of the Network Security Policy

4) Changing Environment
The industrial telecommunication companies, administrative, technical, policy, and legal environment of the
telecommunication companies, as it relates to information technology use and security, is constantly changing. The Network Security Policies will be revised as needed to comply with changes in law or administrative rules or to enhance its effectiveness.

5) Change Distribution and Notification
The telecommunication companies Network Security Policies are likely to be impacted by changing technology, legislation, educational and administrative requirements. The steps for permitting and documenting an exception are:

- A request for an exception is received by the Manager of Technical and Network Services or designate along with a rationale for justifying the exception.
- The Manager of Technical and Network Services or designate analyzes the request and the rationale and determines if the exception should be accepted, denied, or if it requires more investigation
- If more investigation is required the Manager of Technical and Network Services or designate and telecommunication companies computer technical support staff determine if there is a cost effective solution to the problem.
- that does not require an exception.
- If there is not an alternate cost effective solution, and the risk is minimal, the exception may be granted.
- Each exception must be re-examined according to its assigned schedule. The schedule can vary from 3 months to 12 months depending on the nature of the exception.
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